LEADS in a Caring Environment Learning Series
L

Build your leadership capacity

Health leaders of the 21st century need the capacity to see the future faster, to manage and mentor talent better, and
to service growing health needs within increasingly restrained budgets. Stronger leadership is essential to improving the
performance of our health system and, ultimately, advancing the health of Canadians.
The LEADS Learning Series is designed to support your efforts to develop the leadership capacity you need and integrate these sessions
into your leadership development strategy for maximum benefit. The series cover all five domains: Lead Self, Engage Others, Achieve
Results, Develop Coalitions and Systems Transformation.
The focus: enhance your performance as a leader who can set the right goals, communicate ideas, and deliver results.
The approach: dynamic and interactive one-day sessions that provide practical applications of leadership knowledge and skills.
The results: ideal for those who want to assume broader leadership responsibilities, and enhance their capacity to tackle the complex
challenges facing their organization.

For more information on the LEADS Framework click here

Southern and Northern Alberta Chapters Present:

Focusing “Achieve Results”
Monday, September 17, 2012
9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Ranchmen’s Club, 710 – 13th Avenue S.W., Calgary
$721.00 per person (plus taxes)
There is no doubt that achieving results is a set of core capabilities for all leaders.
Leaders are judged on the results they achieve for their organization, and in our complex health system, leaders are accountable for far
more than financial results.
In this one day workshop, you will discover how achieving results requires leaders to integrate the skills of building expectations for yourself
and others, of creating and sustaining relationships at many levels, and of establishing processes based on values and evidence.
Leaders inspire vision by identifying, establishing, and communicating clear and meaningful expectations and outcomes.
Leaders integrate organizational missions, values, and reliable, valid evidence to make decisions.
Leaders act in a manner consistent with the organizational values to yield effective, efficient, public-centred service.
Leaders measure and evaluate outcomes. They hold themselves and others accountable for results achieved against benchmarks and
correct the course as appropriate.
“Leaders do much more than demonstrate attributes. Effective leaders get results.” – Ulrich, Zenger, and Smallwood (1999)

Register Online
Register now, as space is limited
Registration deadline: Monday, September 3, 2012.
Opportunity to participate in the series is forthcoming across Alberta
*Workshops are part of the LEADS in a Caring Environment Framework – delivered by CCHL, supported by Alberta Health Services
MAINTENANCE OF CERTIFICATION
Attendance at this session entitles certified Canadian College of Health Leaders members (CHE / Fellow) to 5.75 Category I credits
toward their maintenance of certification requirement
Refund and Cancellation Policy: For refunds, all cancellations must be received no later than September 3, 2012. No refunds will be issued for cancellations after
that date. Substitutions for persons attending can be made up to the start of the event without charge. Name and contact information must be provided to the
College. Cancellations prior to September 3, 2012 will be refunded but will include a $75.00 administration fee.
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